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gtl generator
tool description
gtl generator is a tool for efficient and fast implementation of informatica powercenter objects.
gtl generator permits to generate:
∎ source and target objects for transformed data (informatica powercenter sources and targets)
∎ mapping with transformations tailored to user-defined templates - templates can be created using
standard transformations available in the informatica powercenter mapping designer application templates can make use of external components which are activated by specific algorithms programmed
in c or java
∎ sessions and workflows for generated mappings
∎ auxiliary files for mapping – parametrical files and definition plans for external components
∎ sql code (bteq script, saved procedure) based on template and module input

source and target generation principle
the gtl generator permits to generate source and target objects (informatica sources and targets) for
import to informatica repository. sources and targets are metadata structures which describe data structure
of tables or data files in the informatica powercenter repository; no etl transformations can be generated
without them. the gtl generator draws information on data structures used from user-defined database
model (list of tables, columns, data types, limitations, etc.). data input takes place through text files in the
csv format.
the gtl generator permits to derive the following informatica objects from data structure definitions:
∎ database-table type sources and targets
∎ flatfile type sources and targets
∎ shortcuts in production directories to shared source and target definitions
upon deriving informatica objects, technical columns may be added to or removed from data structures
according to user-specified rules.
generation results in informatica powercenter objects saved in xml which may be imported directly to the
informatica powercenter repository.the gtl generator permits to identify differences and generate
differential versions of sources and targets between any versions of applied database model.
sources and targets generating.
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generation principle for objects of the mapping, session
and workflow type
the gtl generator makes use of the informatica mapping architect for visio tool (a part of informatica
powercenter’s client tools) which permits to define templates with parameters based on a functional mapping
prototype and subsequently create required number of “clones”, substituting parameters with relevant
metadata. the gtl generator serves as a superstructure for the informatica mapping architect for visio tool
which enables the user to prepare templates for mapping generation and to generate mapping (tool
informatica mapping architect for visio only supports objects of the mapping type, not objects of the session
and workflow type). the gtl generator initiates informatica mapping architect for visio from where it then
receives the user-defined mapping template. the gtl generator extends options of work with external
components which can only be used in the informatica mapping architect for visio tool without the gtl
generator application on a very limited scale.
template in mapping architect for visio.

template created in the informatica mapping architect for visio is taken over by the gtl generator and from
then on, further administration of parameters and values for generation takes place in the gtl generator.
template in gtl generator application.
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a similar principle, based on template creation and parameter substitution, is used to create session and
workflow but this function is not supported by informatica tools and it constitutes a unique quality of the
gtl generator. the gtl generator thus extends the specter of objects for complex generation of
transformations and permits to generate a functional workflow which can actually be run in informatica
powercenter’s etl tool.
session and workflow prototypes are created by the user in the informatica workflow manager tool. ready
workflow prototypes are exported out to an xml file; and they are downloaded into the gtl generator where
users may create a template from downloaded prototypes. when the template is being created, the gtl
generator permits the user to mark values which are to be substituted during generation with concrete
values for a specific generated session and workflow and values which are to be substituted as constants.
parameters setting.

subsequently, the gtl generator generates complete session and workflow and substitutes values into the
template based on user-defined rules. resultant session and workflow are generated out into xml files which
are then imported into the informatica powercenter repository.
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objects generating

auxiliary file generation principle
auxiliary files are constituted by parametric files for each transformation and definition plan (list of
columns for relevant table with setting of parameters/events for such columns) for external components.
parametric files are defined by a static template wherein the user may mark parameters which are to change
for use in the given mapping. the gtl generator then substitutes marked parameters with values based on
user-defined rules.
parametric file template.

similarly, definition plans of external components are generated from static templates by substituting values
for the parameters marked. the gtl generator makes it possible to define variables into static texts and such
variables are substituted, upon generation, by results of sql data queries into metadata tables. this principle
may also be applied in generating sql scripts and db procedures.
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tool architecture
the gtl generator sw tool comprises three basic components:
∎ the gtl generator itself (in java) installed at the work station
∎ mapping architect for visio (a part of informatica powercenter installation)
∎ gtl generator repository in the oracle database to store initial metadata, application configuration and
generated objects (informatica powercenter objects, sql objects, etc.)
software requirements:
∎ ms windows vista or higher
∎ java jre 6.0 or higher
∎ informatica powercenter 9+ (including client)
∎ ms visio enterprise architect (32-bit or 64-bit version in accordance with the informatica powercenter)
∎ database to store gtl generator repository (oracle 10 or higher)
hardware requirements-disc space:
∎ application – 100 mb
∎ database to store metadata – c. 500 mb (according to the number of objects and size of metadata
history)
metadata for the gtl generator sw tool may be stored at some of existing database servers; there is no need
to have a special database server reserved.

key tool qualities
key qualities of the gtl generator include:
∎ creating user templates for informatica powercenter objects of mapping type (the informatica mapping
architect for visio function is used)
∎ creating user templates for session-type objects
∎ creating user templates for workflow-type objects
∎ creating user templates for sql-type objects
∎ extending functions of the informatica mapping architect for visio by a variable expression option at
the level of each field in expression transformation
∎ extending functions of the informatica mapping architect for visio by modules needed to generate
external components globtech (gtl external checker, gtl consolidation and other components)
∎ generating mapping from user templates based on metadata
∎ generating sessions from user templates based on metadata
∎ generating workflows from user templates based on metadata
∎ generating sql (bteq, saved procedure) from user templates based on metadata

gtl generator’s benefits
key benefits of the gtl generator include:
∎ more efficient development of etl scripts using the informatica powercenter
∎ opportunity to generate a great number of standardized/template transformations without the need for
further adjustments by application developer (including all auxiliary files and objects)
∎ opportunity to generate completed etl scripts repeatedly in case of any changes in db model
∎ opportunity for mass generation of non-unified transformations designed for further development
∎ supplementing the mapping architect for visio tool (a part of informatica powercenter) by session and
workflow generation
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∎ optional effective impact analysis in case of data structure changes and implementation of changes
into production solution
∎ opportunity to choose to generate all objects or modified objects only
∎ option to connect with the data model, e.g. in the sap powerdesigner through simple interface (csv
files)
∎ option to generate sql code based on template and metadata (table definition)

standard components of delivery
besides license, globtech offers, as a part of the delivery, to render services connected with making the gtl
generator operational and starting up its common running.
these services include:
∎ installing and making the se tool operational on client’s computers
∎ arranging / initializing connection to existing metadata sources
∎ delivery of templates for standard application of external components offered by globtech (gtl external
checker, gtl consolidation, etc.) and model templates for basic transformations
∎ training for client’s personnel to use the tool
∎ providing complete documentation for the sw tool and installed setting

improvement in comparison with the previous version:
∎ unified gui
∎ extension of options for user-defined metadata
∎ possibility of generating sql
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